JOIN EARLI 2021

Join a vibrant community of over 2,000 colleagues from all over Europe (and beyond). Exchange expertise with senior and junior researchers active in your field.

1. CONFERENCE
   The EARLI Biennial Conference offers researchers the opportunity to meet face to face to discuss, share and explore the state of the art of the field. EARLI members enjoy a discount on their registration fee to attend our conferences.

2. PUBLICATIONS
   EARLI members receive a 25% discount on selected books in the EARLI Book Series, as well as free access to a selection of EARLI Books (after 18 months of publishing). EARLI members are also invited to publish for free in Frontline Learning Research, our open access journal.

3. NETWORKS
   The 26 Special Interest Groups each focus on a specific field of research and host their own biennial conferences. As an EARLI member, you can join any of our 26 SIGs. Our Junior network (JURE) offers young researchers the opportunity to get to know the academic field through the annual EARLI Junior Conference.

4. RESEARCH FUNDING
   EARLI actively promotes innovative research through multiple funding opportunities, such as E-CER and the Emerging Field Groups. At each Biennial EARLI conference, the EARLI Awards Committee celebrates outstanding researchers with the Erik de Corte Award, Outstanding Publication Award and Oeuvre Award. With the EARLI Mentoring Grant, we support Junior Researchers on a mentoring visit with a senior and established researcher in their respective field.

5. CAREERS
   EARLI keeps you updated on open research positions and jobs at renowned institutes and research units all over Europe.